[Analysis of clonal origin of concomitant chronic lymphocytic leukemia and multiple myeloma in a patient with advanced age].
Concomitant chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and multiple myeloma (MM) is a rare disease. Studies on the clonal origin of both lymphocyte and plasma cell in this disease has been few. So far it has not been reported in China. The paper reports a case of 92-year old patient with concomitant CLL and MM and the research results on the origin of lymphocyte and plasma cell by analyzing the morphologic characteristics, monoclonal antibodies, immunoglobulin Ig or TCR gene rearrangement (GR), Ig single-strand conformation polymorphsm (SSCP) fingerprint mapping and heteroduplex formation. The Ig H GR segments same in size, single strand conformation and sequence characteristics have been obtained from both peripheral blood and bone marrow DNA, even though the cells of CLL and MM had different characteristics in morphology and different secretion of IgM lambda and IgA lambda. The results suggested that the malignant cells of both CLL and MM in this patient had common origin from the B-cell.